COMPARING

1. Compared
2. In comparison / in contrast
3. In comparison, this appears very SIMILAR,
   4. This is similar to...
   5. This is the SAME situation / idea AS...
6. Similarly,
7. In (much) the same way,
8. By the same token,
9. Along the same lines,

with him, she looks fragile.

in that...

one could say that...

ASSESSING CHANGE

1. There has been a
   minor
   slight
   tremendous
   huge

increase in...

decrease in...

cut in...

attack on...

change in...

be
teen booted
increased
augmented
gone up
sky-rocketed

been cut
dropped
plummeted
gone down
fallen

24% 67%
$10,000 $52,000
FROM TO

67% 24%
$52,000 $10,000

43% $50,000

CONTRASTING

1. There is a sharp contrast with the previous document, in that...
2. In the other document, we saw... whereas we have...
3. Unlike the document we saw, this one shows...
4. Instead of a direct message, this one is an ironical pastiche.